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personally, cameron was known for his dictatorial style, hot temper
and obsession with detail. for his reenactment of the historic ships
sinking, the films crew constructed a 775-foot (90 percent scale)
replica of the rms titanic and put it in a tank containing 17 million
gallons of water. production was done in mexico, and members of

the cast and crew later complained about the harsh conditions,
including shooting days of more than 20 hours, much of that time

spent standing in cold, murky pacific ocean water. the second
study, by british historian tim maltin, claimed that atmospheric

conditions on the night of the disaster might have caused a
phenomenon called super refraction. this bending of light could
have created mirages, or optical illusions, that prevented the

titanics lookouts from seeing the iceberg clearly. titanics designers
and builders were aware that theres a huge risk that the ship would
break apart on impact. to minimize this danger, the ship was built

of steel, which is fairly strong and is resistant to being crushed
under the weight of water. but steel also has a weakness: it can

split apart when stressed. in the case of the titanic, that stress was
provided by the iceberg that had its sharp end jutting into the ship,

causing it to go under. the ship moved at a speed of about 11
knots, meaning it was going almost twice as fast as a typical

passenger ship would travel. when the titanic collided with the
iceberg, the water was forced into the ship at a rate of over 3,000

gallons per second, further stressing the hull and causing it to
buckle.
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the film spawned a sequel, titanic ii: resurrection, which was
released the following year in 1998. while not as successful

financially, it enjoyed more favorable reviews and critical acclaim.
critics were also impressed with its technical achievements,

especially the movie's stop-motion animation sequence, which gave
the film a realistic look. however, cameron had already decided
that he would make a third titanic movie, the story of which he

outlined for rolling stone and which would later be published as a
book. titanic iii: from the ashes opens in 2005. cameron is a strong
believer in the law of attraction. when you think about it, it makes
perfect sense. when you make something, you put energy into it,
and that energy attracts more energy. you attract more people,

more money, more opportunities. the more you think about
something, the more you talk about it, the more you are going to

attract. so if you think of yourself as a director, then you will attract
people who are interested in the world of film, and you will attract

good directors. if you think of yourself as an architect, then you will
attract the kind of people who are interested in architecture. if you
think of yourself as a writer, then you will attract people who are

interested in writing, and all these different people will come
together and make a movie called titanic. cameron wrote the

screenplay himself, and it was co-written with george f. walker jr. of
10th avenue productions. the script was originally known as

underwater, and then became titanic. the original title was never
used for the final version of the script because cameron felt it was

too derivative of the james cameron/james cameron 1991
documentary underwater. 5ec8ef588b
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